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Austerity debate

Suppose a country or city is subject to a new budget constrain, e.g. due to
austerity.
How will politicians accordingly change public spending?
Is this budget shock going to be beneficial to society?
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Austerity debate

We focus on fiscal rules, which impose a long-lasting constraint on
fiscal policy through numerical limits on budgetary aggregates
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Politicians decision

Politicians face a stricter budget constraint, they might:

I increase taxes
I reduce expenditure

If they cut expenditure, they can reduce more or less corruption
affected public spending (e.g. discretionary spending like capital
spending)

If accountability works (re-election) → reducing corruption affected
exp. > than increase in taxes or reducing service provision

The opposite is true if accountability doesn’t work (e.g. vote buying,
clientelism, short-term horizon)
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This Paper: Can fiscal rules reduce corruption?

Fiscal rules curb corruption through a reduction in corruption affected
expenditure – no reduction in welfare

Test: We study a EU policy, the Domestic Stability Pact (DSP),
which imposes restrictions on local deficits

Estimation: local diff-in-diff on Italian municipalities (2004-2015),
exploiting the shift in the population threshold

Corruption measure: administrative data on municipal corruption
investigations in Italian cities
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Literature and Contribution

Effects of Austerity
I Alesina and Perotti, 1995, 1996; Pisani-Ferry, 2002; Blyth, 2013;

Fetzer, 2018
I Fiscal rules (mostly effective in reducing deficit) Lutz, 2018; Asatryan

et al. 2018; Heinemann et al. 2018; Grembi et al. 2016

→ Our contribution is to show the causal effects of austerity at the local
level, in terms of corruption and local welfare
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Literature and Contribution

Anti-Corruption Policy
I Previous papers focus on anti-corruption audits: Avis et al. 2017;

Bobonis et al. 2015; Olken 2007; Di Tella and Schargrodsky 2003
I Standard anti-corruption policies involve huge costs, e.g. authority,

auditors salaries and on-site controls (Avis et al. 2017)

→ The Domestic Stability Pact (DSP) does not involve any additional
spending and there’s little margin for manipulation: cost-effective policy to
curb corruption
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Literature and Contribution
On European Integration: fiscal rules and EU transfers are both hot
topics in the EU context
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Domestic Stability Pact (DSP)

Domestic stability pact: set of budgetary policies aimed at containing
spending and reducing public deficits of municipalities introduced in 1999
in Italy

In this period, financial surpluses must be proportional to a moving
average of past current expenditure (sanctions for non-compliance)

We focus on the period 2004-2014:
I Enlargement of cities subject to DSP in 2013: population threshold of

application was reduced from 5,000 to 1,000 inhabitants
I Extension of the policy to 3,721 new cities
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The reform

Jan 1st, 2013 t 

pop 

5,000 

1,000 

Subject to DSP Subject to DSP 

Not subject to DSP Subject to DSP 

Not subject to DSP Not subject to DSP 
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Geographical differences in DSP: European funds
EU-funds: main source of funding public investments and excluded
from DSP
They are exogenously mostly allocated to regions with a GDP
< 75% of EU average, i.e. 6 southern regions (Basilicata, Campania,
Calabria, Apulia, Sardinia, Sicily)
Fiscal rules are not binding in the South for capital expenditure: EU funds
= 57% capital expenditure in HFR, 11% in LFR

→ We focus on LFR in our analysis
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Data
Corruption measure: Administrative data based on the SDI
(Sistema d’indagine) dataset managed by the Ministry of the Interior

I Number of events for which a judiciary procedure was activated, for
each municipality and year (2004-2014)

I Focus on corruption crimes: bribery, graft, malfeasance, resource
embezzlement (Art. 317-323, Codice Penale)

Detailed information on public finance and procurement expenditures
of Italian municipalities
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Corruption measure: geographical distribution

Figure: Cities with positive corruption charges (2004-2014) 12 / 29



Identification strategy

In 2013, population threshold of application of the DSP shifts from
5,000 to 1,000 inhabitants: we focus on 5,000 cutoff

We cannot rely on a RDD methodology as other policies vary around
the 5,000 threshold, but not over time

We apply a Difference-in-Differences methodology improved by RDD
elements:

I Local Diff-in-Diff: comparison around the 5,000 cutoff before and after
2013

I We control for distance to the cutoff before/after 2013

Specification
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Effects on corruption Low Funds Regions (LFS)

Figure: Diff-in-Diff analysis on corruption per capita

The introduction of DSP consistently reduces number of corruption
charges per capita (about 0.10 variable standard deviations)
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Effects on public spending LFS I

Figure: Diff-in-diff analysis public spending
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Effects on public spending LFS II

Figure: Diff-in-diff analysis public spending
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Intensity in the application of the DSP

Stronger effect when stringent budget constraint
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Impact on the corruption-proofness of public spending

In line with: local politicians are not just reducing public investments, but
are cutting the least efficient ones

Dep. Var.: ratio between the standardized number of corruption charges and
the annual capital expenditures
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Impact on discretionary public procurements

Politicians are not resorting to less transparent tenders to potentially hide
rent seeking

Politicians are more productive
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Impact on GDP and inequality

Null effect on economic growth and inequality
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Impact on public goods and services

Novel dataset on all the main municipal services supplied by municipalities
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Mechanisms: accountability and ability

Re-election incentives and ability matter

No effect on re-election
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Effects in high funds regions

Cities in HFRs did not need to cut expenditure or increase taxes to respect
fiscal rules, as they were receiving additional transfers from the EU

Indeed, 99% respects fiscal rules

Triple
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Potential threats to identification/interpretation

Investigations might decrease as a reaction to fiscal rule:
1 Qualitative evidence of no link between corruption and fiscal rules (zero

news + interviews)
2 Fiscal rules were already in place in other cities, including capital towns

where police is located

Firms might react to reduction in procurement reporting each other
more:

1 we do not include collusion in our corruption index
2 we do not see differential trends between low/high EU funds areas, in

firms’ accusation charges
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Potential threats to identification/interpretation

Local police activity might modify:
1 municipal police is not in charge of corruption charges
2 we do not see any effect on local police expenditure

Gender quotas: gender quotas introduced in 2013 (5,000
inhabitants) and extended in 2014

1 We always control for the share of female politicians
2 The effect holds if we exclude cities casting a ballot in 2013 and 2014
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Additional & robustness analysis

Threshold of 1,000 inhabitants: the DSP does not affect corruption
levels as well as public finance outcomes for this group of cities
→ Because of the incidence of city unions (exempted from the DSP)
and low corruption levels

No displacement effects in nearby cities

Similar results using a Difference-in-Discontinuity methodology
(Grembi et al. 2016)
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Conclusion and policy implications

The DSP does not involve additional bureaucratic costs and there is
little margin for manipulation, representing a potentially cheap
intervention to curb corruption

Highlighting the unintended positive effects of fiscal rules might be
interesting for international organizations and governments enforcing
budgetary constraints.

Furthermore, in the short/medium run the DSP does not lead no any
reduction in local welfare

External validity: compliance (99% respect fiscal rules) + high
accountability in small cities
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Specification

The estimated model is as follows:

yit = β0 + β1Sit + β2Sit · Tt + β3P
∗
i · Tt + ζ ′Xit + δt + γi + εit (1)

yit indicates standardized corruption charges in city i in year t, Sit dummy
indicating cities below the 5,000 threshold and Tt indicator for the
post-reform period.

P∗
i = Pi − Pc indicates the distance from the 5,000 threshold. Xit , δt and γi

represent, respectively, controls, year and city fixed effects.

The sample of cities is restricted to those in a distance h to the threshold:
interval Pi ∈ [Pc − h;Pc + h]. We test our findings with many h bandwidths.

⇒ The effect of introducing the DSP is captured by β2
Back to main
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Triple Interaction EU funds

EU funds measured at the province level (exogenous to mayors) Back to main
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